
SELLING POINTS

CUSTOMISED FOR YOUR WATER
Water isn’t one-size-fits-all, so why should your filter be? Hydroviv water filters are built 
specifically for theunique problems in your area’s water. We analyze your local water quality 
reports for contaminants likelead, arsenic, chromium 6, and more -- and give you a filter blend 
that matches your data. The result is ahigh-performance water filter that is effective throughout 
its entire lifetime.

REMOVES PFAS AS SHOWN IN TWO THIRD-PARTY STUDIES
There are thousands of PFAS, or “forever chemicals,” in tap water. Most water fieltrs don’t remove 
PFAS. If they do, they just test against two kinds: PFOA and PFOS, which even a Brita will remove. 
Hydroviv hasbeen tested against numerous PFAS chemicals and removes them to non-detectable 
levels

BETTER-TASTING WATER
The filter removes chemicals like chlorine and chloramine, which cause the unpleasant, 
“swimming pool”taste and smell in water.

EXPERT INSTALLATION
Our experienced technicians install and service your Hydroviv water filter, so all you have to do is 
turn onthe tap.

6-MONTH CARTRIDGE LIFETIME
Cartridges are affordable and last 6 months, saving you hundreds on the cost of bottled water

ZERO-WASTE
Better for your water bill and the environment: The filter hooks up your existing faucet and does 
not waste any water.

RETAINS BENEFICIAL MINERALS
The filter retains beneficial minerals like calcium, magnesium, and potassium, while many other 
water filters strip these minerals and leave you with “dead water.”

FAST FLOW RATE
Hydroviv’s unique technology - uniform flow through entire cartridge - means better water 
pressure andlarger contaminant removal capacity.



SELLING POINTS

CONVERSATION STARTERS
• Complaints about taste of water

• Frustrations with existing water filter

• Customer has young children - educate on local water quality

• Concerns over contaminants in the news

• If you notice bottled water - an affordable, more convenient alternative

• If you notice a pitcher, faucet, or countertop filter - a more effective upgrade

• If you notice a refrigerator dispenser/ice maker - fridge line system

• Customer has “Smart Home devices” - pitch the smart water filter

Our water tastes funny...

We can help!


